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The Analysis & Treatment class starts with a brief review of normal and abnormal nerve function since this is 

needed to set the stage for the remainder of the class.  In addition, we will introduce how each patient is 

individually different for which we have designed simple and brief pre/post treatment testing procedures for each 

individual patient and each patient treatment visit.  A foundational understanding, of what normal spinal form and 

function will be discussed in detail.  This understanding is paramount and sequential in the practitioner decision as 

to who, what, when, where and why to treat a specific patient a specific way.  Some patients may need further 

treatments outside of these treatments procedures; however, these procedures are initially designed to guide you 

in the first steps needed and then help to guide you into answering the question: Do we need to do anything else 

with this patient for treatment or post treatment? 

This class is a class for practitioners to further appreciate their treatments (adjustments).  During this online course 

we are just introducing different adjustments and a different approach to treatments.  The live-hands-on course 

will be able to better help the practitioner to see, feel and experience these new adjustment tools.  We will touch 

on the idea and give them a sense of importance for knowing what happens when they deliver a treatment.  When 

they deliver treatment we want them to be able to assess if what they did is helpful, harmful or negated.  Being 

able to objectively see what is happening pre and post treatment is a great way for practitioners to gain confidence 

and take great pride in the treatment that they are delivering.  Our primary goal is for each attendee to get 

exposed to why the sequence is important to the science, philosophy and art of the each and every treatment! 

 Nerve Function – briefly review nerve function control of Posture and motor/autonomic nerve tests 

 Spine Function – introduce the terminology and the nomenclature of the Pettibon Spinal Model and 

highlight the Key principles of normal spinal form and function.  Review the Pettibon Spinal Models 

for the Lateral and A-P Postures. 

 Pettibon Spinal Rejuvenation Therapy (PSRT) & Y-Axis Traction Therapy/Treatment 

o Introduce the proper patient procedures and how to add the vibration component. 

o Discuss the principles of how these treatments differ. 

 Cervical Adjusting – briefly show the different adjustments so they are familiar with terms and 

association. 

 Thoracic & Lumbar Adjusting – briefly showing the different adjustments so they are familiar with 

the terms and association. 

 Shared Loading (MDT) – Cerebellum reprogramming and Temporal summation. 


